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Goals for training

Know who the consultants are, why we’re here, 
and how/when you can connect with us. 

Understand what stress is, what causes it, and 
how to recognize and respond to it.

Know what contributes to your well-being and 
how you can track and manage it. 
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Purdue consultants

Who we are, why we’re here, and what we do
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● Help you think about strategies to manage difficult situations
● Encourage you to prioritize your well-being and self-care
● Connect you to camp leadership & resources who can help

We achieve this aim by providing a team of trained mental 
health practitioners  who can: 
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WHY WE ARE HERE

✔ Difficulties adjusting to the U.S. or camp life
✔ Loneliness/homesickness
✔ Conflicts with co-counselor
✔ Feeling stressed or overwhelmed
✔ Processing outside life events affecting camp experience
✔ Thinking about how camp is shaping next steps/life plans
✔ Getting connected to local mental health providers
✔ Managing challenging campers (reach out to VDs too!)

Some reasons people have connected with us in the past
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And good things too!!!
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WHAT WE DO

➔ Wednesday & Thursdays 1:30-10pm

➔ Saturdays 11am-2pm

How do we connect with you?

● “Drop-in” (whenever you see us 
around, talk to us!!)

● “Sign-up”  via Calendly

● 8-10pm in Historic River Lodge
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➔ Wednesday & Thursdays 1:30-10pm
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International counselors 
especially, take advantage 
of those Saturday hours!

Equestrian 
counselors, 

Wednesdays and 
late nights might 

work best for you!

On-site services
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WHAT WE DO

➔ Wellness resources via Whatsapp

➔ 24/7 via phone/text @ (765) 203-1090

Any conversations you have with us are confidential unless what you 
share with us suggests you or someone else is a danger to:

● you, 
● another staff member, and/or
● a camper 

➔ Wednesday & Thursdays 1:30-10pm
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MENTAL HEALTH 
CONSULTATION 

MODEL

CONSULTATIONEVALUATION

TRAININGThis helps us 
make sure our 

services are 
useful!
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02 STRESS
What it is, what causes it, and how to 
know when you are feeling it



What is stress?
Natural reactions to internal and external stimuli that 

require attention or action.



What can cause too much stress?

● Experiencing something new or unexpected 
● Facing changes or uncertainty in our lives
● Having little control over a situation
● Feeling threatened
● Hearing and holding others’ stories
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Vicarious trauma

● Also known as secondary trauma

● A state of tension and preoccupation with the 
difficult stories/experiences of others that can 
leave an emotional residue 

● Sometimes thought of as a “cost of caring” 



● Headaches
● Muscular tension
● Fatigue
● Skin irritation
● Breathlessness

● Loss of confidence
● Irritability
● Depression
● Anxiousness
● Apprehension

● Worrying
● Concentration problems
● Indecisiveness
● Negativity
● Impulsivity

● Over/under eating
● Changes in sex drive
● Sleeplessness
● Restlessness
● Increased substance use

STRESS

MINDBODY

EMOTIONS BEHAVIOR

What can too much stress look like?



Stress can be 
managed!! yeah!

úžasný!

¡fantástico!
maravilloso! chur!

elképesztő!
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How you track and maintain it
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stress, overall good physical and mental health and outlook, 
or good quality of life.” 

- American Psychological Association
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self-care

any intentional action that preserves or 
improves your health and well-being

“ “



self-care
Mental Physical Emotional Social Spiritual Professional

✔ practicing 

mindfulness

✔ cognitive 

reframing

✔ identifying 

your 

stressors

✔ eating 

regularly

✔ moving your 

body

✔ getting 

enough 

sleep

✔participating 

in enjoyable 

activities

✔ naming & 

validating 

feelings

✔ expressing 

feelings

✔ spending 

time with 

friends

✔ connecting 

with loved 

ones

✔ asking for 

help when 

needed

✔ recognizing 

what gives 

meaning

✔ spending 

time in 

nature

✔ taking time 

to 

reflect/pray

✔ asking for 

resources

✔ saying no to 

excessive 

responsib- 

ilities

✔ taking 

breaks 

during work
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Recognize you’re experiencing it

Validate your experience

Try different things to alleviate it
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1 Recognize you’re experiencing it

BODY

EMOTION

MIND

BEHAVIOR

STRESS

Check 
out your 
handout!



Coping with stress

2 Validate your experience



Coping with stress

3 Try different things to alleviate it

Mental Physical Emotional Social Spiritual Professional

✔ practicing 

mindfulness

✔ cognitive 

reframing

✔ identifying 

your 

stressors

✔ eating 

regularly

✔ moving & 

grounding 

your body

✔ getting 

enough sleep

✔participating 

in enjoyable 

activities

✔ naming & 

validating 

feelings

✔ expressing 

feelings

✔ spending 

time with 

friends

✔ connecting 

with loved 

ones

✔ asking for 

help when 

needed

✔ recognizing 

what gives 

meaning

✔ spending 

time in 

nature

✔ taking time 

to 

reflect/pray

✔ asking for 

resources

✔ saying no to 

excessive 

responsib- 

ilities

✔ taking breaks 

during work

Check 
out your 
handout!



Coping with stress

3 Try different things to alleviate it

Coping with stress from vicarious trauma

● Use moments to separate (it’s okay to say you need a 
moment to take a break/etc.!)

● Talk about it with appropriate others so you’re not the only 
one holding the story.

● Check in with and give support to one another as well. 
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REMEMBER...
✔ Feeling stressed is expected-- it’s part of life!

✔ You can manage your stress and maintain your well-being by 
checking in with yourself and engaging in self-care, which 
includes reaching out to us!!

Brenda Jess Chunyu Vanessa Viviana Amanda 

We’re all super friendly and trained to talk to people, too!!!



post-test!


